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ARTIST STATEMENT 
 

For twenty years, I’ve relied on discarded objects to tell the stories about the things we leave behind.  

Two years ago, a box of my own father’s belongings re-surfaced, and my work shifted from telling 

other people’s stories to my own.  My work deals with everyday relics and the contradictions of 

absence and presence, public and private, and lost and found. 

My recent project, “Picking Up the Pieces,” is an interactive installation that recreates my childhood 

home to uncover the mystery behind my father’s suicide.  At first glance, the 1970s home 

environment appears idyllic until drawers are opened and family secrets are uncovered: his original 

suicide note, death threats, evidence of his gay lifestyle, and involvement in a murder. The installation 

also serves as a set for a play, “Keeping Up Appearances,” that spans 28 years from his death to new 

developments.  

My project encapsulates all the things you don’t know and can’t fathom into an interactive installation 

that is part tragedy, tribute, and reckoning.  While its content about loss and betrayal is universal, its 

telling is unique in its level of authenticity and vulnerability. The installation connects with people on a 

nostalgic level and persuades them to actively uncover the mystery.  As a result, it acts as a window 

for others to reconcile their own struggles. The combination of multiple formats – installation, sound, 

video, and theatre – adds dimension to a story that addresses suicide, identity, and mental illness.  

 

PROJECT PROPOSAL 
 

Design On Main offers a unique setting to interact with art patrons, ISU students, and the Ames 

community.  The glass store front provides real windows that can be exploited to tempt people to 

walk in and take a peek at what’s inside.  By creating an atmosphere that invites play and exploration, 

I would like to transform the space into something that is both a longing for and a reminder of 

childhood.  

For Design on Main, I envision taking the children’s playroom and the larger-than-life blanket fort 

from “Picking Up the Pieces” and expanding it into a playful, interactive experience.  Vintage sheets 

will be used in a variety of ways: some will hang from the ceiling and on furniture to create tunnels 

and blanket forts and some will become tents.  Old and new technologies will collide in these unusual 

spaces to incorporate sound and moving images through the playing of records, old movies and 

projected videos while whispered conversations will be triggered by motion sensors.  I’d like 

experiment with ways to further engage visitors where they can record and incorporate their own 

memories and stories and perhaps that will emerge as a special curtained space that will act as part 

confessional and escape pod.   


